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Mesoporous composite materials of nitrogen-doped carbon and silica were synthesised in a one-stepprocess applying a soft templating procedure. The template used in the sol–gel synthesis of the silica is
a cationic surfactant with distinct reactivity to form nitrogen-doped graphitic carbon upon heating.
This reactivity is derived from the combination of the dicyanamide anion with a nitrogen-containing
pyridinium cation, as it is known from ionic liquids used as nitrogen-doped carbon precursors. Thus
applying this surfactant in a conventional sol–gel synthesis yields a silica gel doped with a precursor for
N-doped carbon. By subsequent annealing mesoporous composite materials of silica and nitrogendoped carbon are obtained.

Introduction
Nitrogen-doped carbon materials have raised major interest in
the past few years of research due to their promising performance
in various applications. Oxygen reduction reaction catalysis,1–5
anode materials in lithium ion batteries,6–9 electrodes in electrochemical double layer capacitors10–14 or sequestration of carbon
dioxide15–17 are some examples showing that research focusing on
nitrogen-doped carbon materials exhibits a significant relevance.
Nitrogen doped carbons are most frequently synthesised via
thermolytic treatment of different nitrogen-containing precursors or precursor mixtures, such as polymers, aminated sugars or
heterocycles,18–21 or by post-treatment of carbonaceous
substrates with a reactive nitrogen source, e.g. ammonia or
urea.22,23 Recently we have been able to present a novel type of
synthesis route, using ionic liquids composed of nitrogen containing cations and cyano functionalised anions, dicyanamide
(dca), as precursors in a facile, one-step synthesis.24,25 The
resulting materials showed promising properties: nitrogen is
structurally incorporated into the graphitic domains of the turbostratic material in the form of pyridinic or quaternary
graphitic nitrogen. Thus the material exhibits good electric
conductivity and significant stability against oxidation. Studies
of other groups have been focusing on related concepts.26–29 To
make the materials more interesting for potential applications
there are two requirements to be fulfilled: nanoscaled
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morphologies for high active surface areas should be introduced
and the high costs of the materials have to be reduced. This can
be realised by designing a composite material consisting of
a common nanostructured support material functionalised with
nitrogen-doped carbon. Therefore in this study we were focusing
on the preparation of a mesoporous silica material coated with
a layer of nitrogen-doped carbon.
Furthermore, ionic liquids are known to be highly suitable for
the synthesis of different inorganic materials, as it has recently
been reviewed by Dai et al.30 Among other examples, deep
eutectic solvents, a supramolecular type of ionic liquids, have
been applied successfully in the synthesis of carbon materials.31,32
The favourable interaction of the liquid salts with the polar
inorganic structures gave rise to the synthesis of e.g. titania
nanocrystals33 or hollow microspheres,34 mesoporous silica,35
photoluminescent EuF3 nanospheres36 and other functional
nanostructures.37 Besides that, in our own studies the concept
was proven in the synthesis of mesoporous nitrogen-doped
carbon materials via different hard-templating approaches.24,25 It
is possible to further exploit this favourable interaction between
polar inorganic materials and ionic liquids, using these properties
for the direct formation of a nitrogen-doped carbon functionalised mesoporous silica material.

Results and discussion
In this work we combined the two concepts of soft templating38–40
and reactive templating.41–44 Therefore a novel type of surfactant
was applied: N-hexadecyl-pyridinium-dicyanamide (NHP-dca)
that could be synthesised easily by anion metathesis from the
bromide derivative.45 This surfactant (shown in Fig. 1) combines
the structure directing properties of a comparable cationic
surfactant, such as cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium-bromide (CTAB),
and the reactivity of the ionic liquids used for the synthesis of
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15537–15543 | 15537
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Fig. 1 Molecular formula of N-hexadecyl-pyridinium-dicyanamide
(NHP-dca).

nitrogen-doped carbon. We are thus using a bifunctional
surfactant that is not only capable of inducing mesostructures,
but at the same time acts as a precursor for advanced chemical
modifications of the targeted materials.
Mesoporous silica was synthesised by the controlled condensation of tetraethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS) in a basic aqueous
solution of NHP-dca, varying the concentration of the surfactant
and ammonia. The silica gels obtained by precipitation contain
NHP-dca; subsequent thermal treatment of the gel in an inert gas
atmosphere at 1000  C yields the formation of nitrogen-doped
carbon by thermolysis of the surfactant.
Experimental tests have shown that reaction mixtures
composed of 1.2–1.6 mmol of NHP-dca, 15 g of deionised water,
1.20 g of a 25% aqueous ammonia solution and 6 mmol of TEOS
yield best results. Lower concentrations of NHP-dca did not
yield sufficient formation of mesostructures, while higher
concentrations did not yield porosity, probably due to blocking
of the pores by an excess of carbonaceous material. Further,
varying the pH changed the precipitation kinetics drastically; the
amount of aqueous ammonia solution chosen that had been
added to the system was found to be the most appropriate one for
a controlled formation of the mesoporous silica gel.
The products obtained after annealing, synthesised with
varying amounts of the surfactant (1.2 mmol/1.4 mmol/
1.6 mmol), are homogeneously black powders with increasing
contents of N-doped carbon (compare thermogravimetric data in
Fig. 2).
The quantitative composition of the materials could be additionally analysed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
The three elements carbon, nitrogen and silicon are detected as
expected. Detailed scans of the energy regions according to C1s,

Fig. 2 TGA-curves; measurements accomplished under oxygen with
a heating rate of 10 K min1.
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Fig. 3 Detailed XPS scans for C1s, N1s and Si2p orbitals. Results are
shown for a sample obtained from highest concentration of the surfactant
in the reaction mixture.

N1s and Si2p orbitals, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3 for the
sample synthesised using 1.6 mmol NHP-dca.
The quantitative evaluation of these data reveals an atomic
N/C-ratio of 1/9, which is in accordance with the nitrogen
content known for the bulk nitrogen-doped carbon material.23,24
Identical results have been found for the samples derived from
lower concentrations of NHP-dca, as it can be seen in Fig. S1 and
S2†. In this context it is interesting to note that the prolonged
aliphatic chain does not significantly alter the elemental
composition of the N-doped carbon, as it is most likely to
decompose during the carbonisation reaction. As XPS is
a surface sensitive method, there is no evidence in deriving the
entire elemental composition of the material from these data.
Nevertheless it can be concluded that the nitrogen-doped carbon
is successfully incorporated onto the silica surface. Furthermore
it is possible to analyse the bonding environments of the different
elements by deconvoluting the spectra. Thus silicon is—as
expected—only found in one single valence state; the peak at
103.5 eV (see Fig. S3†) refers to SiO2, which is supported by
previous studies.46,47 The data for the C1s and the N1s orbitals
reveal interesting details about the chemical composition of the
N-doped carbon in the mesoporous composite materials.
Fig. 4 shows the deconvoluted spectra of the C1s orbital. It
shows a dominant contribution of graphitic carbon, with an
intensity maximum at a binding energy of 284.6 eV.47–49 There is
further a minor contribution at 285.7 eV, which was reported to
represent carbon bound to nitrogen atoms.50,51 Besides it cannot
be entirely excluded contributions of contaminations by oxidised
or other residual carbon species.47 Accordant evaluations of the
scan for the N1s orbital (see Fig. 5) show that nitrogen is mainly
found in a pyridinic bonding environment (398.7 eV), with

Fig. 4 Deconvoluted XPS-spectra of the C1s orbital, measured on
a sample synthesised with 1.6 mmol of NHP-dca.
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Fig. 5 Deconvoluted XPS-spectra of the N1s orbital, measured on
a sample synthesised with 1.6 mmol of NHP-dca.

minor contributions of quaternary graphitic nitrogen
(401.0 eV).23,47,52,53 This shows that the nitrogen is located
dominantly at the edges of aromatic carbon layers, and that it is
also directly incorporated into their structure. Contrarily the
chemical environment of the nitrogen atoms in the bulk N-doped
carbon materials derived from ionic liquid precursors is mainly
quaternary graphitic nitrogen, with only minor contributions
from pyridinic nitrogen.24,25 This is due to the enhanced active
surface area of the N-doped carbon in the composite material
(that will be discussed later throughout this manuscript), which
increases the statistic probability of the placement of nitrogen
atoms at the edges of graphitic layers.
Regarding the morphologies of the composite materials, high
active surface areas of 994 m2 g1, 830 m2 g1 and 717 m2 g1,
respectively, could be determined by nitrogen-sorption
measurements (Fig. 6A). The surface area is slightly decreasing
upon increasing the surfactant concentration. This is due to the
higher amount of nitrogen-doped carbon in the composites.
Furthermore, XRD patterns in the small angle range show
broadened peaks indicating some degree of order of the porous
structure (Fig. 6B).
A closer look at Fig. 6 reveals detailed information about the
porous structure of the nitrogen-doped carbon coated silica. The
diffraction lines in the XRD patterns are sharper for the materials synthesised at higher concentrations of the reactive surfactant. Thus it can be assumed that the higher concentrations yield
more ordered structures. Further the hystereses of the nitrogen
sorption isotherms are more pronounced for these materials,
nevertheless they are still relatively broad and do not represent
the significant region of the porous structure. This can be seen in
the high slope in the lower relative pressure region between p/p0
¼ 0 and p/p0 ¼ 0.3 showing a strong contribution of pores in the
smaller range of mesoporosity, while the slope is not steep
enough for micropores. This is supported by a non-linear density
functional theory (NLDFT) that has been applied for detailed
pore size analysis. Thus pore size distributions indeed show
defined pore diameters in the mesoporous region between 2 nm
and 4 nm, as it can be seen in Fig. 7.
There is a tendency towards bimodal pore size distributions
upon increasing the concentration of the surfactant. While
samples synthesised with 1.2 mmol NHP-dca only exhibit one
maximum in their pore size distribution with a pore diameter of
2.5 nm, increased surfactant concentration leads to a more
pronounced contribution of pores with a diameter of 3.8 nm.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Fig. 6 (A) Nitrogen sorption isotherms of the N-doped carbon coated
mesoporous silica. (B) Respective XRD patterns in the small angle range.

Nevertheless the pore size distributions remain narrow and are
not broadened by this effect.
Furthermore, the morphology of the porosity of the different
N-doped carbon coated silica materials can be seen in the transition electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs represented in
Fig. 8.
On the one hand it can be seen that the pores tend to be more
ordered when applying higher concentrations of NHP-dca, while
nevertheless it has to be stated that Fig. 8A cannot be perfectly
compared to B/C because there seem to be more layers of
materials covering each other which slightly disproves the analysis of the porous structure. Still it is clearly pointed out the well
defined order of the pores for higher concentrations of the
surfactant. On the other hand the material is composed of
submicron sized particles in which the small mesopores are
located. Such or related particular morphologies of mesoporous
silica have been frequently described when cationic surfactants
are used in the synthetic procedure.54–57 The spherical
morphology can be identified easier by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), the accordant micrographs are represented
in Fig. 9.
Nitrogen sorption isotherms, XRD, TEM and SEM enabled
us to present an overview of the morphology of the materials
under discussion: the pores are found in spherical particles, while
pore diameters lie in the lower mesoporous region. Their order is
increasing when using higher concentrations of NHP-dca upon
synthesis. Further, a tendency towards bimodal pore size distributions is found for increasing concentrations of the surfactant.
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15537–15543 | 15539
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Fig. 9 Scanning electron micrographs (exemplarily for 1.6 mmol NHPdca): (A) overview showing spherical particles and (B) close-up, porous
structure of spheres is recognisable.

Fig. 7 NLDFT pore size distributions of the N-doped carbon coated
mesoporous silica.

Fig. 8 TEM micrographs of the porous N-doped carbon coated silica,
synthesised at different concentrations of NHP-dca: (A) 1.2 mmol, (B)
1.4 mmol, and (C) 1.6 mmol.
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To understand this latter phenomenon it is important to distinguish between a possible influence of the composite formation
and an influence of the surfactant itself on this kind of pore
morphology. Therefore silica gels have been calcined under air
directly after precipitation, so that pure mesoporous silica is
obtained instead of a composite of N-doped carbon and silica.
The products have thus been characterised by nitrogen-sorption
measurements. Fig. 10 is representing all the respective
isotherms, including the active surface areas according to BET
evaluations. The pore size distributions that were derived from
these isotherms are shown in detail in the ESI, Fig. S4–S6†.
The surface area is higher than for the composite materials,
while the shape of the isotherm is mainly the same. The isotherms
are rather shifted to higher adsorption volumes. Furthermore the
pore size distributions (Fig. S4–S6†) show a slight increase of the
pore diameters, as the materials are pure mesoporous silicas,
without the presence of nitrogen-doped carbon as a coating on
the pore walls. These data further enable rough estimations of
the thickness of the carbonaceous layer of <1 nm. As well for
these materials a tendency towards bimodal pore size distributions is observed upon increasing the amount of surfactant used.
This shows that the bimodal pore size distributions are induced
directly by the structure directing properties of NHP-dca during
the sol–gel synthesis of silica. The formation of the composite
with the N-doped carbon is thus not the driving force for the
bimodality. It can be summed up that the pH value of the
reaction medium and the concentration of the reactive surfactant
are the crucial parameters for adjusting the properties of the
obtained materials. While the pH value mainly defines the
feasibility of the synthesis, the concentration of NHP-dca is
directly influencing the porosity of the mesoporous composite
materials.
Although—as discussed before—the carbonisation and
composite formation are not found to be responsible for the
formation of bimodal pore size distributions, the carbonisation
of the reactive surfactant in the pores of the silica impacts the
structure of the silica, as it can be derived from the isotherms
measured on the pure silica materials that have been obtained by
calcination of the samples after the formation of the composites.
After removal of the carbon, the active surface areas of the
materials are reduced, and the pore diameters are either not
changed or slightly shifted towards smaller values (compare
Fig. S7–10†), while the tendency to bimodal pore size distributions remains. It is most likely that the porous structure is at least
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 11 (A) Nitrogen sorption isotherms of the N-doped carbon after
dissolving the silica component. (B) TEM image of the mere carbon
(material has been synthesised using a concentration of NHP-dca of
1.6 mmol L1).

assumed that a mutual stabilisation of the silica and the N-doped
carbon components of the material leads to the formation of the
observed properties of the composite materials.

Conclusions
It was shown that the reactivity of nitrogen-doped carbon
forming ionic liquids can be easily transferred to other classes of
compounds widening the synthetic spectrum in this field of
materials chemistry. NHP-dca is a reactive surfactant that can be
applied in the sol–gel synthesis of mesoporous silica. Due to its
special reactivity a mesoporous composite of silica and nitrogendoped carbon is formed upon annealing under argon. Detailed
characterisation of the materials revealed a mesoporous network
within submicrometre sized spherical particles, while the porosity
can be tuned towards bimodality by varying the concentration of
NHP-dca. Further studies on the porosity show that its character
seems to be determined by the surfactant only. We were thus able
to show an easy one-step approach towards an interesting
composite material, showing the potential of our reactive
surfactant approach.

Experimental section

Fig. 10 Nitrogen-sorption isotherms of composite and pure silica
materials, synthesised with varied amounts of NHP-dca surfactant.

partially collapsing due to the exhaustive thermal treatment. This
can be additionally shown by measurements on the pure carbonaceous component after removal of the silica (exemplarily for
the synthesis approach with 1.6 mmol NHP-dca).
The respective nitrogen sorption isotherm (Fig. 11A) shows
that the carbon does not exhibit any specific order. Just a relatively high active surface area of 467 m2 g1 is maintained, caused
by a templating effect of the silica support. The open shape of the
isotherm indicates that the as obtained N-doped carbon is
a rather soft material, which also leads to a collapse of the
structure. This can be seen in Fig. 11B: in the TEM micrograph
the spherical morphology of the material is still observed, but the
collapsed character of the porosity is clearly visible. It is thus
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

N-Hexadecyl-pyridinium-bromide ($97%), silver nitrate
($99%), sodium dicyanamide ($96%), tetraethylorthosilicate
($98%) and methanol ($98.9%) were acquired from SigmaAldrich and used without further treatment. Aqueous ammonia
solution (c ¼ 25%, for analysis) was acquired from Carl Roth
and used without further treatment.
Annealing of samples was accomplished in a box type furnace
(N7/H Nabertherm) equipped with a continuous gas inlet.
Thermogravimetric analysis was accomplished using an
STA6000 device manufactured by Perkin-Elmer. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were performed in
a type Theta probe (Thermo Fisher) using monochromatized Al
Ka radiation at hn ¼ 1486.6 eV. Peak positions were internally
referenced to the C1s peak at 284.6 eV. Spectra were deconvoluted using XPSPEAK41 software. Nitrogen sorption isotherms
were measured using a Quadrasorb porosimetry device manufactured by Quantachrome, samples were degassed at 150  C for
20 h at reduced pressure before measurement. X-Ray diffraction
patterns were measured using Cu-Ka radiation on a Bruker D8
Advance powder diffractometer. Transmission electron
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15537–15543 | 15541
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micrographs were obtained using a FEI Tecnai G2 20 S-TWIN
microscope. Scanning electron micrographs were acquired on
a LEO 1550/LEO GmbH Oberkochen provided with an Everhard Thornley secondary electron and In-lens detectors. FT-IR
spectra were measured on a Varian 640IR FTIR-spectrometer
equipped with a Pike GladiATR device for measurements in
attenuated total reflectance mode.
N-Hexadecyl-pyridinium-dicyanamide was synthesised by
dissolving 15 g (39 mmol, 1 eq.) of N-hexadecyl-pyridiniumbromide in 300 mL of methanol. Silver dicyanamide was
freshly prepared by precipitation mixing equimolar aqueous
solutions of sodium dicyanamide and silver nitrate. Silver
dicyanamide was filtered, washed with deionised water and
directly added in molar excess (1.5 eq.) to the previously
prepared solution of N-hexadecyl-pyridinium-bromide. The
suspension was stirred excluding light for 24 h before removing
the yellow silver bromide/excess silver dicyanamide solid by
filtering twice. The product was isolated by removing the
solvent at reduced pressure in the rotary evaporator and
subsequently dried in high vacuum. 9.86 g (27 mmol, 68%) of
a colourless solid were obtained. Ion exchange could be proven
by FT-IR spectroscopy (Fig. S11†).
For the preparation of the mesoporous composite materials
of nitrogen-doped carbon and silica, 444 mg (1.2 mmol),
538 mg (1.4 mmol) or 615 mg (1.6 mmol), respectively, of
NHP-dca were dissolved in a mixture of 15 g of deionised water
and 1.2 g of a 25% aqueous ammonia solution. After the
formation of a clear solution 1.25 g (6 mmol) of tetraethylorthosilicate were added under vigorous stirring. The mixture was
stirred for 16 h before isolation of the colourless silica gel
formed upon hydrolysis and condensation of the silica
precursor. The gels were annealed in ceramic crucibles under
a continuous argon flow of 4 L min1, heating to 1000  C with
a slope of 100 K h1 and keeping the samples at 1000  C for
1 h. After cooling down to room temperature homogeneous
black powders were obtained and pestled for further characterisation. Furthermore calcinations of these composites were
carried out by annealing under air at 600  C with a heating
ramp of 100 K h1 and subsequently keeping the samples at
600  C for 5 h. Additionally silica gels were directly calcined
after precipitation at the same heating conditions under air.
Both calcination approaches yielded purely white powders that
were characterised without further treatment. The silica
support of the composite materials was dissolved by stirring in
200 mL of an aqueous solution of NH4HF2 (c ¼ 4 mol L1)
overnight. The black residue was isolated by centrifugation,
subsequently washed 5 times with deionised water and dried at
115  C in the vacuum drying oven.
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